Late Heroes Lead Fordham Past Danes, 35-28

Ahead 21-0 At Halftime, Albany Falls To 2nd Loss

By Paul Schwartz

The Rams came out firing. Connolly fired a bullet pass over the yards to cut the Albany lead to winning season in a row and finish whatever momentum the Danes had for the NCAA East Regional game. On the field were Levi Louis (32) with 35 yards, and then the building confidence.

The Albany touchdown was incomplete, and then the Rams fumbled, and Fordham took over. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes last chance to pull out the game in the first half was Fordham's comeback. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

Fordham had gone up to lead, 21-0, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to shut the game," said Zirpoli. The Rams scored with 8:42 remaining in the first half, and the Danes clung to a precarious lead because of a decision by their own 40. But then the Danes came out firing.

The Danes dominated in the second half, but on their own 38 yard line, followed by a 40 yard punt. The Danes were not playing defense, but the Rams had to keep it up. The Danes had good coverage. "We just made a better play than them," said Larry Walsh. The Danes had good momentum. "We had to sh..."
Iranians Free Some Hostages

TEHRAN (AP) - The Tehran government on Thursday released a group of Americans who were held hostage in Iran for the past five months. They were immediately flown back to the United States.

The hostages, who had been held in Tehran since October, were released after Washington agreed to swap them for a group of Iranian prisoners held in the United States.

Mount Sinai Returned to Egypt

The AMU (American Israel) had already sent Mount Sinai to Egypt, but the American Home Front Association cannot be sure that the hospital is still operating in Egypt.

The hospital was closed in 1990 after controversy over its treatment of Jewish patients.

Lindsay Wins For A Comeback

BY BRUCET WILKINSON

Lindsay won the 1980 Assembly seat, but lost it to Donald Smith in 1984. He is now running for the seat again.

SUNYA May Link With CIA, FBI

By BRIAN MURRAY

SUNYA is considering a possible partnership with the CIA and FBI, according to its president, Donald Smith.

The university is looking into the possibility of collaborating with intelligence agencies, which could provide funding and resources.

Travel Fraud Prompts Investigation

By BRIAN MURRAY

Investigators are looking into a travel fraud case involving SUNYA students.

Alumni Quad Resident Becomes Assault Victim

 подходящий
Sounds Great, inc.

Speaker's Forum presents

Martin Mull

One of the FUNNIEST men alive

Palace Theatre Dec 6th, 8:00pm

Credits include:
regular on Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman,
Fernwood Tonight, albums, movies
Host on Johnny Carson

$3.00 W/TX-cert $5.00 gen. public

Ticket sales: Friday A.M. at Record Co-op.
Tix also available Just-A-Song, Palace Box Office

ADVERTISEMENT

FREE SHUTTLE BUS
TO FATSO FOGARTY'S
EVERY THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY

THURSDAY
BEER BLAST
FREE BEER FROM 4pm on

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
HAPPY HOUR
5-10 pm

SATURDAY
SUN ROCKS W/ LARRY
CUBBIE TONE

FATSO FOGARTY'S, RT. 155 456-9890

SUN YA May Link Up With FBI and CIA

WASHINGTON. (AP) Senator Edward M. Kennedy of Massachusetts and Illinois Gov. James R. "Jim" Thompson have been named as committee chairmen to work on the question of prisons, according to officials in the White House.

Mr. Kennedy, the Senate's Armed Services Committee, said earlier this week that he was being named to the new panel to look into prison conditions.

"I am pleased that Senator Kennedy has been named to the new panel," Mr. Thompson said. "I believe it is important that we have a thorough and comprehensive investigation into the problem of prison conditions."

The senator was joined by members of his committee in expressing support for the new panel's work.

"I believe it is important that we have a thorough and comprehensive investigation into the problem of prison conditions," Mr. Kennedy said. "I am pleased that Senator Kennedy has been named to the new panel to look into prison conditions."

The senator was joined by members of his committee in expressing support for the new panel's work.

"I believe it is important that we have a thorough and comprehensive investigation into the problem of prison conditions," Mr. Kennedy said. "I am pleased that Senator Kennedy has been named to the new panel to look into prison conditions."
SALE $189 FISHER
SALE $499
cassette tape TRANSMITTER
SALE $749 29.95 PER MONTH* 29.95 PER MONTH*
SALE $139

NO DEALERS QUANTITIES LIMITED CHECK OUT THE FINANCE SEIDEN SOUND

Fred Locke Stereo The right components at the right price.
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Birth control, simplified.

At last, Encare®. Next to Contraceptives, the Easiest method of birth control we have today. And the most talked about contraceptive now available. Which means, you simply won't even feel it.

Don't Be Stupid, It Can Happen to You. Lock Your Doors And Windows NOW

The Off-Campus Association (OCA) has been installing eye balls on the windows of homes in the Five Hills "student ghetto." The idea began in response to a recent rash of assaults occurring in the area bounded by Myrtle Avenue, Bradford Street, Lake Street, and Partridge Street. Student volunteers have gone door-to-door weekends installing locks, especially on first-floor windows. Only placed on windows without locks or with broken locks. A Coordinator said the bolt system will not fully prevent the entering of the apartment but will make it more difficult. OCA plans to coordinate efforts with Albany's United Toowned Association and the Neighborhood Association in installing locks in surrounding city project.

Birth control, simplified.

Many young people who have never had to consider this method of birth control before, are finding it to be an effective and satisfactory form of contraception. The pill can be used as a method of birth control after marriage, and even within marriage.

SUNYA's Work-Study Program.

Keywords: SUNYA, work-study, program, students, employment, opportunities, benefits, tuition assistance.
**Travel Fraud Prompts Investigation**

In Albany, travel agencies are facing an investigation after a report of fraud. The investigation is being conducted by the Attorney General’s office. Some agencies have been accused of overcharging for travel services, and others have been charged with fraudulent advertising.

---

**ZODIAC NEWS**

A federal judge in Brooklyn has ruled that the Zodiac killer can be held without bail. The Zodiac killer, also known as the Bellagio Killer, has been on the loose for decades. The judge cited lack of evidence to support the claim of a guilty plea.

---

**Humor Mag Loses SA Funding**

EAT-ITALIAN-FEAST.

**Hit Mom and Dad Up for Your Holiday Trip Home**

*All you have to do is cut out, sign and send the letter below.*

**How To**

**Dear Mom and Dad,**

How are you? I’m fine, and the doctor says I’ll feel better when I eat a few days’ rest and a couple of home-cooked meals. But with the cost of living these days, it’s hard to justify the expense.

---

**NOVEMBER 16, 1979**

**Doggie Diet Dishes**

The Amityville Hoax

---

**SPORTSHOES-STATE CAMPS**

Behind The Western Ave

Dunkin Donuts

For 18 Sports

All The Top Basketball Shoes

Monday Through Friday 12-8 pm

Saturday 10-4
On Using Racism As A Crutch

By Thomas Marcollo

It is no secret that the word of the day is "racism". It is everywhere, in every corner of society. From the classroom to the workplace, it is a topic that is constantly being debated and discussed. It is a word that is used to describe a wide range of behaviors and practices, from discrimination to hate crimes.

Unfortunately, many people do not understand the true meaning of the term "racism". It is often used as a way to describe any behavior that is perceived as "racist". This can be problematic, as it can lead to a lack of understanding and a lack of respect for the experiences of people of color.

It is important to remember that racism is not just about overt acts of discrimination. It is also about the systems and structures that perpetuate inequalities and disparities. This is why it is so important to have a deeper understanding of what racism is and how it affects people.

I would like to take this opportunity to talk about the importance of understanding racism and the need to recognize and address it in our society. By doing so, we can work towards creating a more just and equitable world for all.

The Editor:

I was one of the first few black students to attend the University of Pennsylvania. The "race" of the school, "black" students, was a Committee on Higher Education issue. The "black" students were those students of color who were not part of the "white" student body. The "race" of the students was determined by their skin color.

Unfortunately, my racial identity was often overlooked. This was because the school was not used to seeing black students. The school did not have a history of accepting black students, and the faculty did not know how to deal with them.

I would like to share a personal story with you. I was in my second year of college when I was approached by a group of black students who wanted to talk to me about my experiences as a black student at the university. They wanted to know how I was doing and if I was experiencing any discrimination.

I was shocked and surprised by their concern. I had never had anyone ask me about my experiences before. I was used to being ignored and being treated as if I did not exist.

I decided to tell them about my experiences. I shared with them about the racism I had experienced, both overt and subtle. I talked about the discrimination I had faced, both in and out of the classroom.

I also talked about the ways in which I had had to work harder than my white peers, both in terms of my academic work and my social life.

I told them about the times when I had been made fun of or when I had been ignored or dismissed. I talked about the times when I had been treated differently because of my race.

I hope that by sharing this story, I can help others to understand the true impact of racism. I hope that others will see that racism is not just about one or two people, but about a system that perpetuates inequalities and injustices.

I would like to end by saying that I am grateful for the opportunity to talk about this issue. It is important to me that others understand the true impact of racism and that we work towards creating a more just and equitable world for all.
Bus Grievances

"The bus wasn't on time"
"The bus was too crowded"

Got a Gripe?

Call Frank or Leslie at 457-8089
Leave your name and phone number
Leave your name and phone number
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La Cafe Americain

The Making Of An Omelette

Ed Hoey

The Second Sex

Beyond The Feminist Machine

Good Girls Don't

Belief

"But the children of tomorrow are the ones called by life, they are the dawn of new frontiers."

Commentary

Belief

The Stream

Maxine Ketcher

Hot Licks And Rhetoric

Bob O'Brien

The Stream

"The stream is at its best when it is at its widest..."
Man Looks At Woman...

The man who holds the woman in his arms is a common sight. Yet, do they love each other? Is their love genuine, or is it just a matter of convenience? The question is not new, but it remains unanswered. Throughout history, men and women have struggled with the idea of love, and the answers are not always clear.

Imagine if the roles were reversed. What if the woman held the man in her arms? Would their love be any different? Or would it simply be a matter of perspective? These questions are not new, but they continue to be asked. The answers are not always clear, but they are always interesting.

Woman Looks At Man...

The woman who looks at the man in her arms is a common sight. Yet, do they love each other? Is their love genuine, or is it just a matter of convenience? The question is not new, but it remains unanswered. Throughout history, men and women have struggled with the idea of love, and the answers are not always clear.

Imagine if the roles were reversed. What if the man held the woman in his arms? Would their love be any different? Or would it simply be a matter of perspective? These questions are not new, but they continue to be asked. The answers are not always clear, but they are always interesting.

Overall, though, the sex feels one thing but when things heat up in the bedroom, it can feel different. It can feel more intimate, more loving. It can feel like something special.

Man and woman...
Aspects

The Fish Stinks

Most of the music in the high school music scene was held together by the School Band, a collection of talented musicians who were able to turn out some good music. The Band played a variety of instruments, from the guitar and bass to the drums and piano. They were able to put on a good show, and many of the students who attended the school enjoyed their music.

Jim Dixon


While Pittsburgh Drowns

It's been said that you can give the best evaluation of your own children by giving a child you've never met a vote of confidence. Pittsburgh Drowns, a group of talented musicians from the Pittsburgh area, is one such group. These guys are able to turn out some great music, and many of the students who attend the school enjoy their music.

Andrea Flamm


SUNYA Musicians

Fumbling Footsteps

A guitarist came to SUNYA with a repertoire of music that included a variety of instrumentals and vocals. He played for the students, and they were able to appreciate his talent.

Mark Rosser


Sing

The finals of the school's talent show were held on stage last week, with a variety of talented musicians performing for the audience. The performers included Sunyians and other members of the local community.

Jorma Kaukonen


Kaukonen Klunks

Jorma Should Know

Jorma, the talented musician, was on stage last week, performing a variety of songs from his recent album. The audience was able to appreciate his talent and the quality of his music.

Marty Vukovich


As a director, Stern out and out steals from the source material to make it his own. He is able to convey the essence of the story through his own unique interpretation.
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The Fish Stinks

Running On Empty

The band made a demo which included some of their best songs. The demo was well-received, and the band was able to gain some attention for their music.

Jim Dixon

SUNYA Musicians

Fumbling Footsteps

A guitarist came to SUNYA with a repertoire of music that included a variety of instrumentals and vocals. He played for the students, and they were able to appreciate his talent.

Mark Rosser


Sing

The finals of the school's talent show were held on stage last week, with a variety of talented musicians performing for the audience. The performers included Sunyians and other members of the local community.

Jorma Kaukonen


Kaukonen Klunks

Jorma Should Know

Jorma, the talented musician, was on stage last week, performing a variety of songs from his recent album. The audience was able to appreciate his talent and the quality of his music.

Marty Vukovich


As a director, Stern out and out steals from the source material to make it his own. He is able to convey the essence of the story through his own unique interpretation.
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Lisa
I can't remember the date, or what you wore, or what the weather was like on the day we met.
Only that you said hello in a voice that sounded like love.
At first it was hard to say, "I love you."
But my way
my hands
my silence kept saying it for me...
Until "I love you" became the only way to express our moments together.

Arm in arm we hurled, anxious to be alone.
Outlook to the glances of jealousy and wonder from those who were recalling our little miracle.

Each time we say goodbye, I run home with my memories and sort once over in my mind. I watch them the way and that, like a cold bug with no bite.

Rocky Horror Picture Show
A Stranger Calls

4. Who holds the record in tap dancing in a minute?
7. Who wrote the screenplay for A Few Good Men?

MANHATTAN TIMES

ACROSS

13. Runs off to Gretna Green (2 wds.)
15. Speed up (2 wds.)
17. River (2 wds.)
30. Outlet
33. Twitching
34. Read

DOWN

1. The Long Run by The Eagles
2. I. The Long Run by The Eagles
4. Rise by Herb Alpert
6. Fast Moving Albums: Tusk, On The Road Again
7. Plato
8. Reproductive body
9. Good Luck!
10. Grapefruit
11. C. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
12. D. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
14. E. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
16. F. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
19. G. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
20. H. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
21. I. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
22. J. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
23. K. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
24. L. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
25. M. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
26. N. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
27. O. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
28. P. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
29. Q. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
31. R. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
32. S. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
35. T. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
36. U. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
37. V. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
38. W. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
39. X. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
40. Y. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
41. Z. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)

ACROSS

46. Zane Grey
47. Shades
48. A. C. A. Meteoroid that has landed on earth (2 wds.)
49. Prefix: wool
55. Mythical island
56. "a Camera"
58. Mythical island
59. Mythical island
60. "a Camera"
62. Mythical island
64. Mythical island
66. Mythical island
68. Mythical island
70. Mythical island
72. Mythical island
73. Pretty: Sp.
74. Mythical island
75. Pretty: Sp.
76. Mythical island
77. Pretty: Sp.
78. Mythical island
80. Mythical island
82. Mythical island
84. Mythical island
86. Mythical island
88. Mythical island
89. Pretty: Sp.
90. Mythical island
92. Mythical island
94. Mythical island
96. Mythical island
98. Mythical island
100. Mythical island
102. Mythical island
104. Mythical island
106. Mythical island
108. Mythical island
110. Mythical island
111. Pretty: Sp.
112. Mythical island
114. Mythical island
116. Mythical island
118. Mythical island
120. Mythical island
121. Pretty: Sp.
122. Mythical island
124. Mythical island
126. Mythical island
128. Mythical island
130. Mythical island
132. Mythical island
134. Mythical island
136. Mythical island
138. Mythical island
139. Pretty: Sp.
140. Mythical island
142. Mythical island
143. Pretty: Sp.
144. Mythical island
146. Mythical island
148. Mythical island
149. Pretty: Sp.
150. Mythical island
152. Mythical island
154. Mythical island
156. Mythical island
158. Mythical island
160. Mythical island
162. Mythical island
164. Mythical island
166. Mythical island
168. Mythical island
170. Mythical island
172. Mythical island
174. Mythical island
175. Pretty: Sp.
176. Mythical island
178. Mythical island
180. Mythical island
182. Mythical island
184. Mythical island
186. Mythical island
188. Mythical island
190. Mythical island
192. Mythical island
194. Mythical island
196. Mythical island
198. Mythical island
200. Mythical island
202. Mythical island
204. Mythical island
206. Mythical island
208. Mythical island
210. Mythical island
211. Pretty: Sp.
212. Mythical island
214. Mythical island
216. Mythical island
218. Mythical island
220. Mythical island
221. Pretty: Sp.
222. Mythical island
224. Mythical island
226. Mythical island
228. Mythical island
230. Mythical island
232. Mythical island
234. Mythical island
236. Mythical island
238. Mythical island
239. Pretty: Sp.
240. Mythical island
242. Mythical island
244. Mythical island
246. Mythical island
248. Mythical island
250. Mythical island
252. Mythical island
254. Mythical island
256. Mythical island
258. Mythical island
260. Mythical island
262. Mythical island
264. Mythical island
266. Mythical island
268. Mythical island
270. Mythical island
Holiday Hassles

To the Editor:

I am finally burned out on some of the pat-on-the-back comments we receive for being a minority. As a minority, we have to do things more than once to get a response. If we are ignored, we are ignored.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Near Nuclear War

To the Editor:

In the last few weeks, the possibility of a nuclear war has grown daily. This has resulted in a national emergency. People are beginning to realize the importance of being prepared.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Women’s Self Defense Workshop
Women’s Self Defense Workshop
Women’s Self Defense Workshop
Monday, November 19 at 3 p.m. in the Patron Lounge, Campus Center

This is free and sponsored by Student Association

The Pep Band
would like to thank:

Sports Shoes
J.S.Scotts
Johnny Evans Sports
Marylou Restaurant
Al Smith’s Sports
The Book Shop
Cruz Automotive
Diny Kelly
Big Social Rest.
Stuyvesant Liqours
Cosimo Restaurant
Grandma’s Pies
Dunkin Donuts
Italis Restaurant
Lou-Bee’s
Albany Campus Pizza
Bumby Bakery
Stuyvesant Barber
Just-A-Song
Chido Frank’s Rest.
Babes

Behind Dunkin Donuts
321 Central Ave.
330 Central Ave.
289 Central Ave.
47 Green Street.
Stuyvesant Plaza
677 Central Ave.
267 Davis Street
143 Central Ave.
Stuyvesant Plaza
1144 Washington St.
1273 Central Ave.
651 Madison Ave.
287 Central Ave.
Westgate Shopping Ctr.
833 Madison Ave.
Stuyvesant Plaza
211 Central Ave.
283 Ontario Street
Westgate Shopping Ctr.

For Supporting our Ballon Launch Contest
Congratulations Again to Winners Chis Laub and
Mary Nulst.
Affirmed Retires To Stud
Career At Kentucky Farm

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) - Hall of Famer Affirmed, who swept to 22 wins in 1978-79, was retired from racing on Tuesday, the 17-year-old gelding, and will stand at stud for the 1980 season in Kentucky.

Affirmed won the 1978 Kentucky Derby, Preakness and Belmont, captured the 1979 Santa Anita Handicap, and earned $2,393,818 in 1979. That's the second highest earnings in the history of thoroughbred racing; only Secretariat's $2,869,352 is higher.

He will stand at Cool Springs, the farm of owner Louis C. Combs, in Versailles, Ky. "Affirmed was a great horse, and he's done it all," said Combs. "We are very excited about him having a great stud career."

Affirmed was purchased for 140,000 at the 1977 Saratoga yearling sale for owner Louis C. Combs of Chicago. He was a half-brother to four stakes winners including: 104 CBS albums, running shoes, running Fabulous prizes for top male and female finishers

Entry Fee: $3.00 (Day of the Race)

A 2.5 Mile Run around campus (sponsored by Tuborg Cold)

Location: All runners will meet at the circle in front of

Free T-shirts to the first 200. who register

and Just-A-Song)

DR. HERMAN FRIEDMAN

Live Concert Koek
Front How (enter

The Shadow

Science"

I

0:00 P.M.

J November 27rk

Thanksgiving Party with All the Trimmings'

Slave Auction

Ton igh 19pm -1 a m

$1.50

J1.00 w/Tower card

Designs for

Colonial Quad Tower Council presents:

'mystery attorney with 1979 Louganism and associations

Front Row Center

Liz Round Table

Boy's Night

Site with the Hamilton of One

Telephone 'SO & WCDB

present

JERRY RUBIN

Southern Comfort

Student Center, 111 Water Street

Preparation Center

Twenties Years of Change

60's Activism.....70's Awareness

November 27th

in the Ballroom

SA funded

8:00 P.M.
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Friday and Saturday, November 16 and 17

Gary tiinnr

inflation busters. Let us prove it us to you. Come in — see for yourself.

ENJOYING

RUFFINO BARDOUNO

Fresh l-nail dint Crackers

Imported

FTnc

BRUT

White Wine

in high fidelity, Buy one Fisher speaker made by Fisher plus other 60 brand names which we carry.

Fisher high fidelity sound. Upgrade Fisher Price Speaker Sale!

Speaker complement: 15" Woofer, Twin 5" Midrange,

XP995 SPECIAL $279.95/pr.

STUDIO STANDARD SPEAKER SYSTEM

Special on all speakers with equalities and all drivers complete as Fisher and other 50 other brands which we carry.

TCF SA C40-E-28 Shop WDMD 6.15.50

Audio Haven

16 E. Babberry Rd, Clermont, NY 12207

439-6865 6 pm-10 pm Daily, Sat. 10 am-6 pm.

Master Charge and Visa accepted

Display on Campus available
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Southern California quarterback Charles White, like his grandparents, is the nation's No. 1 running back. White, the Trojans' MVP in their 9-0-1 season, has gained 1,650 yards on 258 carries, averaging 6.4 yards per carry — to move him to second place among all-time rushing leaders. His best efforts came in the Rose Bowl victory on January 1, when White carried 36 times for 213 yards and scored two touchdowns.

White, who aspires to be a professional football player, said, "I'm doing it for my own satisfaction, and I'm doing it for the Trojans." He added, "I'm a recovered fumble."

Despite 81-51 setback

SCHENECTADY, N.Y. — The University of Vermont beat the Albany State College women's basketball team 72-65 on Saturday afternoon to improve to 8-2 in the Colonial Athletic Association.

The women swimmers will challenge the nation's best this weekend when they travel to Saratoga to face Skidmore College. The meet will be held at University Pool at 1:00 p.m. Competing will be the top Five Women's teams in the country.

We Demand the Return

JIMMY PEAK

5 men and 5 women teams to

During the frenetic football season

Bob Hope, who will be taking his

Bob Hope Sees Something

BASKETBALL ASSOCIATION KANSAS CITY

The city's convention department.

Although many of the events at

SUNYAC Institutions Division, but nobody has taken advantage of the small screen better than Bob Hope, who has.,.,.

Win a dinner date at the Turf Inn

Happy Birthday

"Monday Night Football.

Bob Hope To Host a Football Special

The scene may change but the

JIMMY PEAK

6 week ski program plus

A 7th night of skiing FREE

Lift and Lesson $51

- Bus Transportation Available

- Rentals Available

- College Credit Available

Sign up in CC Lobby November 26-December 14

Program starts January 3; pick the night of your choice:

COME TO AN INTEREST MEETING

Monday Nov. 19

in the SA Office

WIN

a dinner date at the Turf Inn

with a SU Football player

cheerleader of your choice

-keg of beer from E & D

Distributors

-and various other prizes

Chances sold by ASU choral leaders: 50 each

or 5/$1

For Info contact

Mindy 482-1249

Laura 457-7927

Dear Riki,

Happy Birthday

TO OUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR!!

LOVE,

THE GIRLS WOMEN
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Women Swimmers Optimistic

Despite 81-51 Setback

by Mike Danner

(Left side of patron seat)

1.50

.50

Fried Rice.

"I'm a recovered fumble."

"Monday Night Football."

\(\text{CAUSES LOST} \)

"VALENTINE'S DAY" \\

\(\text{RECITAL HALL, FRIDAY THRU SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 16 THRU IS} \)

Finding it hard

to get credit

STUDENTS

"I think we'll

ATTENTION!

to whoever raised Kappa Delta

last Friday:

We Demand the Return

of our Property!

investigation proceedings

have begun!

ATTENTION: COLLEGE STUDENTS

Finding it hard to get credit

for a car body that has never

had credit? We have a

financing plan geared for

car dealers and their

budgets. For details, call

Sally Gregory

at Metro Ford.

882-1010

"I think we'll

ATTENTION: COLLEGE STUDENTS

Finding it hard to get credit

for a car body that has never

had credit? We have a

financing plan geared for

car dealers and their

budgets. For details, call

Sally Gregory

at Metro Ford.

882-1010

Metro Ford

960 State Street, Phoenicia (518) 382-1010

Schenectady, N.Y. 12304

Next to Mohawk Mall
Slumping Danes Hope Finale Isn't Swan Song

Despite Losses, Swimmers Have Strong Nucleus

Testing Corps. After Exam Schedules

Rundgren Concert Flop Costs UCB Thousands

Off for the holiday

There will be no ASP on Friday or Tuesday.

SUC Cortland Newspaper Resumes Publication

Renewed Interest Shown By Students